
PRICE LIST CARLA

CARLA 2021
Item. No: 7001000005

Hard Facts: 
cargo trailer 42kg 
loading area 1650 x 650 mm 
max. 150kg payload, max. 200kg in manual mode 
1x trailer hitch, 1x tension strap included
color option: sun yellow or black
made in Germany

MSRP: 3.016,81€

1 NEW: CNC tow bar
2 NEW: Hydraulic overrun brake 
3 NEW: SON light system
4 NEW: Mudguard from Curana
5 NEW: CNC bottom plate
6 NEW: Flag

Option: Mechanical brake

The downgrade replaces the hydraulic 

brake with our old standard.

MSRP: - 92,44 €

Option: Light system B&M/Shimano

The downgrade replaces the SON lighting 

system with our old standard. 

MSRP: - 92,44 €

1 CNC Tow bar: high-precision, weather-resistant, locally produced

2 Hydraulic overrun brake : low maintenance hydraulic brake - cargobike standard

3 SON light system: adapted to the needs of the CARLA - shines brighter, low maintenance

4 Mudguard from Curana: sheet metal instead of plastic - the Curana mudguard is much more stable

5 CNC bottom plate:: precisely fitting base plate with safety notice

6 Flag: the flag to your CARLA for more visibility and safety in traffic

Option: desired color (RAL color)

RAL colors may vary slightly 

increased delivery times

MSRP: 243,70 €

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



MSRP: 831,93 €

PRICE LIST eCARLA

eCARLA 2021
Item. No: 7002000011

Hard Facts: 
cargo trailer 50kg 
loading area 1650 x 650 mm
max. 150kg payload, max. 200kg in manual mode 
1x trailer hitch & sensor set included
color option: sun yellow or black
without battery and charger
made in Germany

MSRP: 4.109,24€

1 NEW: CNC tow bar
2 NEW: Hydraulic overrun brake
3 NEW: Mudguard from Curana
4 NEW: CNC bottom plate
5 NEW: Flag

Option: desired color (RAL color)

RAL colors may vary slightly 

increased delivery times

MSRP: 243,70 €

Battery and charger 48V - 720 Wh

Battery energy system from AES 

MSRP: 1.848,74 €

Option: Mechanical brake

The downgrade replaces the hydraulic 

brake with our old standard.

MSRP: - 92,44 €

Battery and charger 48V -1400 Wh

GreenPack from ANSMANN

1 CNC Tow bar: high-precision, weather-resistant, locally produced

2 Hydraulic overrun brake : low maintenance hydraulic brake - cargobike standard

3 Mudguard from Curana: sheet metal instead of plastic - the Curana mudguard is much more stable

4 CNC bottom plate:: precisely fitting base plate with safety notice

5 Flag: the flag to your CARLA for more visibility and safety in traffic

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08
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eCARLA Ready: 

Lease option instead of battery purchase: 

more info at: info@swobbee.de

Our eCARLA is prepared according to the 
selected battery (battery holder, etc.). A 
subsequent change between the two battery 

sizes is not possible. 

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



CARGO SETUPS

Max Messenger
light
Item. No: 1002000029

Hard Facts: 
secure lockable box
mechanical lock with push button
waterproof due to 3-layer technology of aluminum, 
canvas and polypropylene
standard color white
inner dimension 1650 x 660 x 1100 mm, volume 1,06 m³
loading capacity up to 120kg
weight incl. bottom approx. 37kg 

MSRP: 2.319,33€

Max Messenger light - Luggage net
Item. No: 1002000024

flexible holding net for packages or boxes

MSRP: 48,74 €

Max Messenger light – Divider
Item. No: 1002000025

Tarpaulin tarp partition wall 
easy fastening by hooks
use of up to three partitions possible

MSRP: 50,42 €

Max Messenger light - Automatic lock
Item. No: 1002000028

wireless Key- Lock with proximity sensor

Price on demand

Anti-slip mat
Item. No: 1001400022

non-slip and shock absorbing bottom pad 
protects contents from moisture

MSRP: 73,95 €

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

Max Messenger light – Logooption
Art.Nr: 1001400029

2 x large tarpaulin tarp with custom logo 
that can be fixed by velcro on long front or 
back.
dimension front 1653 x 420 mm
dimension back 1534 x 558,5 mm

2 x small tarpaulin tarp with individual logo, 
which can be fixed by velcro on short front 
or back side.
dimensions 430 x 744 mm

Logo must be sent as a vectorized AI or EPS 
file with the pantone color code. 

UVP: 436,97 €

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



CARGO SETUPS

Bob Box
Item. No: 1002000008

Hard Facts: 
practical box made of wood
inner dimension 1640 x 647 x 490 mm 
4 x wooden side panels
4 x airline rails
loading capacity 12 euro boxes
weight approx. 25kg

Option: KERL system
Option: CARLA CARGO tension belt

see EXTRAS

MSRP: 495,80 €

Zack Zarges
Item. No: 1002000010

Hard Facts: 
universal alu box for our CARLA
inner dimension 1600 x 650 x 550 mm
can be opened one-sided
lockable
weight approx. 20kg 

MSRP: 1.000 €

Zack Zarges - Set box system
Item. No: 1001400028

set box system for different compartment 
sizes

MSRP: 336,13 €

Bob Box – Cover
Item. No: 1002000012

cover from FAHRER Berlin 
color option: black or red

MSRP: 209,24 €

Bob Box - Systainer adapter
Item. No: 1001400027

Systainer adapter (set of 4) for systainers
from Tanos, Festool, Makita etc.

MSRP: 5,04 €

Anti-slip mat
Item. No: 1001400022

non-slip and shock absorbing bottom pad 
protects contents from moisture

MSRP: 73,95 €

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



CARGO SETUPS

Paul Plane
Hard Facts: 
aluminum frame
inner dimension 1590 x 612 x 1290 mm
cover made of truck tarpaulin
one-hand opening on both sides
made in Germany 
weight approx. 20kg

MSRP: 1.588,24€

Paul Plane - Logo printing

multicolor printing possible on all sides 
price per side

MSRP: 150,00 €

The following cargo setups are manufactured by our partner VELOFRACHT. To simplify the 
coordination of the setups, now the processing and configuration will be completed directly between 
you and VELOFRACHT. You can contact the VELOFRACHT team at carlacargo@velofracht.de. 
However, the CARLA will be send by us as usual.

Paul Plane – Ramp

rear ramp for easy loading and unloading

MSRP: 294,12 €

Paul Plane - Guide Rail

guide rail for quick loading of pally or other 
trolleys

MSRP: 75,00 €

Billy Bike
Hard Facts: 
load capacity for up to four bicycles
made of aluminum profiles
system with flexible gripping arms for stable 
fixation of the bicycles 
made in Germany
weight 14,5kg

MSRP: 1.672,27€

Billy Bike - Tool holder

for everyday tools with quick access

MSRP: 220,00 €

Billy Bike - Advertising sign

advertising space for personal branding 
(without print)

MSRP: 239,50 €

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



CARGO SETUPS

The following cargo setups are manufactured by our partner VELOFRACHT. To simplify the 
coordination of the setups, now the processing and configuration will be completed directly between 
you and VELOFRACHT. You can contact the VELOFRACHT team at carlacargo@velofracht.de. 
However, the CARLA will be send by us as usual.

Hard Facts: 
sales booth with height-adjustable roof 
integrated sales table with food-safe 
miniperl coating

MSRP: 2.168,07€

Mia Market - Visual protection

printed tarp under the table as visual 
protection
price incl. printing

MSRP: 285,71 €

Hard Facts: 
setup for the maintenance of roads and green 
areas
for the transport of e.g. garbage cans, leaf bags
made of aluminum profiles
separate locker
tool holder possible
ramp optional
choose between wooden walls, railing or mesh
basket for the side faces

prices from:

MSRP: 1.084,03€

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

Mia Market Till Tidy

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



The sophisticated Loadhog system creates a perfect organization of your goods on CARLA or eCARLA
and guarantees an easy use in combination with the Paul Plane ramp module. 
Individual prices can be requested for bulk call-off (from approx. 100 pieces).

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

CARGO SETUPS

Hard Facts: 
setup specifically adapted to the Loadhog
system
inner dimension 1645 x 655 mm 
easy loading with Loadhog pallys due to 
ramp and guide rails
quick lashing for transport
foldable ramp to store the CARLA upright 
when not in use

price on demand

Lissy Load

MSRP: 120,00 €

Loadhog - lid system
Item. No: 1001400024

Hard Facts:
dimension 600 x 400 mm
weight 6,15kg
color black
lid cassette with CARLA CARGO lettering 
and integrated tension belt mechanism 
that matches the CARLA CARGA railing 
tube

MSRP: 320,00 €

Loadhog - PALLY86
Item. No: 1001400025

Hard Facts:
dimension 800 x 600 mm
weight 12,1kg
250kg payload
delivery trolley with gray deck and PP 
casters 
(2 rigid & 2 movable casters)

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



MSRP: 25,00 €

Loadhog - container Apollo
Item. No: 1001400023

Hard Facts:
PPR Container Black
PPR Lid Black
minimum purchase: 5 pieces

Loadhog - container Apollo 22L

400 x 300 x 264 mm

MSRP: 24,00 €

Loadhog - container Apollo 25L

400 x 300 x 306 mm

MSRP: 40,00 €

Loadhog - container Helios
Item. No: 1001400021

Hard Facts:
PPR Container Black
PPR Lid Black
minimum purchase: 5 pieces

Loadhog - container Helios 40L

600 x 400 x 250 mm

MSRP: 34,00 €

Loadhog - container Helios 52L

600 x 400 x 310 mm

MSRP: 45,00 €

Loadhog - container Helios 64L

600 x 400 x 365 mm

MSRP: 42,00 €

Loadhog - container Helios 69L

600 x 400 x 400 mm

The sophisticated Loadhog system creates a perfect organization of your goods on CARLA or eCARLA
and guarantees an easy use in combination with the Paul Plane ramp module. 
Individual prices can be requested for bulk call-off (from approx. 100 pieces).

MSRP: 47,00 €

Loadhog - collapsible container
Item. No:1001400026

Hard Facts:
600 x 400 x 320 mm
grey sides & bottom
green lever with lid
minimum purchase: 5 pieces

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

CARGO SETUPS

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



CARGO SETUPS

Max Messenger
Item. No: 1002000004

Hard Facts: 
lockable waterproof box
inner dimension 1630 x 620 x 1100 mm
can be opened on one side
weight approx. 46,5kg 
discontinued model

MSRP: 2.092,44€

Hugo
highly customizable structure
made of very valuable materials

manufactured in an integrative shop

Anti-slip mat
Item. No: 1001400022

non-slip and shock absorbing bottom pad 
protects contents from moisture

MSRP: 73,95 €

price on demand

Mobile kitchen
highly customizable structure
made of very valuable materials

manufactured in an integrative shop

Price on demand

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



price on demand

EXTRAS

MSRP: 6,64 €

Strap CARLA CARGO
Item. No: 6002000001

Hard Facts:
3,5m length
with tension lock

MSRP: 75,55 €

Mudguard set Mad Max
Item. No: 1001200009

Hard Facts:
solid aluminum fender
also in combination with B&M taillights

MSRP: 159,66 €

Base plate Light
Art.Nr: 1002000013

Hard Facts:
with 3 airline rails
upgrade of the normal base plate

GPS-Trackingsystem
Item. No:2003000015

Hard Facts:
GPS system in combination with SON -
lighting system or eCARLA
fleet solution from 10 pieces 

To use the tracking system you need 
an ABO with Paztir.

price on demand

Parking brake
Item. No: 2003000016

Hard Facts:
electric parking brake on rear wheel
can be combined with GPS tracking system
made by Paztir

MSRP: 334,45 €

DryBags from FAHRER Berlin
Item. No: 1001400030

Hard Facts:
waterproof bag set 
to fix with Velcro

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



The KERL system offers a fast and secure fixation of bulky goods and the Loadhog system on your 
CARLA or eCARLA.
The appropriate airline rails are already integrated in the light base plate and the Bob Box body.

MSRP: 20,17 €

KERL as lashing point (500)
Item. No: 1001400006

Hard Facts:
flexible lashing point 
adjustable with one hand

MSRP: 2,52 €

KERL as screw fitting 2x M6
Item. No: 1001400007

Hard Facts:
slot nut with two M6 female threads
minimum purchase: 8 pieces

MSRP: 49,58 €

KERL as screw fitting M10x34
Item. No: 1001400008

Hard Facts:
for fixed installation of e.g. setups

MSRP: 9,16 €

KERL as screw fitting M8x24S Slide
Item. No: 1001400009

Hard Facts:
quick release screw system with star grip M8 
minimum purchase: 4 pieces

EXTRAS

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



MSRP: 16,72 €

T-Shirt Unisex
Item. No: 6002000009

Hard Facts:
black T-shirt with CARLA CARGO logo 
screen print
unisex, different sizes
GOTS certified

MERCHANDISE

MSRP: 41,93 €

Hoodie Unisex
Item. No: 6002000012

Hard Facts:
black sweater with CARLA CARGO logo 
screen print
unisex, different sizes
GOTS certified

MSRP: 16,72 €

Carla Cap
Item. No: 6002000010

Hard Facts:
fairly produced according to SA8000 
standard
different sizes

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT
Excl. shipping



SHIPPING

MSRP: 230,00 €

Shipping incl. packing France
Item. No: 1201300001

Hard Facts:
price per shipment for
1x CARLA / eCARLA or 1x cargo setup
general cargo transport on one-way 
pallet

MSRP: 25,00 €

Additional handling 2021
Item. No: 1201000012

Hard Facts:
per extra CARLA / eCARLA or setup per 
shipment

MSRP: 30,00 €

Surcharge for dangerous goods
Item. No: 1201200004

Hard Facts:
Applies to parcel shipping and eCARLAS
with Batteries.

MSRP: 205,00 €

Shipping incl. packing Netherlands
Item. No: 1201300007

Hard Facts:
price per shipment for
1x CARLA / eCARLA or 1x cargo setup
general cargo transport on one-way 
pallet

MSRP: 180,00 €

Shipping incl. packing Belgium
Item. No: 1201300002

Hard Facts:
price per shipment for
1x CARLA / eCARLA or 1x cargo setup
general cargo transport on one-way 
pallet

Shipping incl. packing remaining EU

Hard Facts:
Please contact us for all countries not 
listed for transport costs. 

price on demand

Status: 2021-08
Valid from: 2021-08

MSRP excl. VAT


